Abstract-This paper presents a novel approach for automatic recognition of human activities from video sequences. We first group features with high correlations into Category Feature Vectors (CFVs). Each activity is then described by a combination of GMMs (Gaussian Mixture Models) with each GMM representing the distribution of a CFV. We show that this approach offers flexibility to add new events and to deal with the problem of lacking training data for building models for unusual events. For improving the recognition accuracy, a Confident-Frame-based Recognizing algorithm (CFR) is proposed to recognize the human activity, where the video frames which have high confidence for recognition an activity (Confident-Frames) are used as a specialized model for classifying the rest of the video frames. Experimental results show the effectiveness of the proposed approach.
INTRODUCTION AND RELATED WORK
Video surveillance is of increasing importance to many applications, such as elder-care, home-nursing, and unusual event alarming [1] . The automatic activity recognition plays as the key part for video surveillance. In this paper, besides addressing the issue of human activity recognition, we also address the following two key problems: (1) the recognition of unusual events which lack training data, and (2) the flexibility and accuracy of the algorithms to recognize human activities. They are described in details below.
In many surveillance applications, events of interest may occur rarely. For these unusual events (or abnormal, rare events), it is difficult to collect sufficient training data for supervised learning to develop unusual event models. In this case, many unusual event detection algorithms [8] which require large numbers of training data become unsuitable. Methods for learning from small numbers of examples are needed [5] . Several algorithms have been proposed to address the difficulty of unusual event recognition with lack of training data. Zelnik-Manor et al. [3] and Zhong et al. [4] cluster the divided video clips into different groups based on a similarity measure. The groups with relatively small numbers of video clips are detected as unusual events. However, since unusual events have insufficient training data, clusters for these events may not be representative enough to predict future unusual events. Zhang et al. [5] proposed a method by developing the unusual event model from that of usual events. This method provides a hint on how to deal with the lack-of-training-data problem. However, they obtain all unusual event models by adapting from the general usual-event model, while in reality, the usual events and unusual events can be far different from each other in nature. In this paper, we propose a new approach for recognizing unusual events. We first group features into "Category Feature Vectors" (CFVs). Each activity is then described by a combination of GMMs with each GMM representing the distribution of a CFV. The unusual event model is derived from combining the most relevant CFVs from different usual event models.
Human activity recognition is a challenging task due to the non-rigidness of the human body. Currently, many algorithms have been proposed to recognize human activities. Lv et al. [6] and Ribeiro [7] focus on the selection of suitable feature sets for different events. Models such as Hidden Markov Model [8] , state machine [9] , Adaboost [2] are also widely used for activity recognition. However, most of the methods proposed in these works are not flexible for adding new activities. They are trained or constructed to recognize predefined events. If new activities are added, the whole model has to be re-trained or the whole system has to be re-constructed. Other methods [3, 4] tried to use a similarity metric so that different events can be clustered into different groups. This approach has more flexibility for new added events. However, due to the uncertain nature of the activity instances, it's difficult to find a suitable feature set so that all samples of an event are clustered closely around a center. In this paper, we show that our proposed CFV-based structure gives systems the flexibility to handle new added activities. We also proposed a Confident-Frame-based algorithm, which essentially derives an individualized model from the general model to give higher accuracies for recognizing events.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes our approach for activity representation. Section 3 discusses our methods for training models for new events and unusual events. Section 4 presents our Confident-Frame-based activity recognition approach. Experimental results are shown in Section 5, and Section 6 concludes the paper.
ACTIVITY REPRESENTATION
Activities can be described by a combination of feature attributes. For example, a set of human activities (Inactive, Active, Walking, Running and Fighting) (see the definition in [7] ) can be differentiated using the combinations of attributes of two features: CBS(Change of Body Size) and Speed. Each feature can have attributes such as "High", "Medium", and "Low". "Inactive", which represents a static person, can be described as "Low CBS" and "Low Speed". "Active", which represents a person making movements but without translations, can be described as "Medium CBS" and "Low Speed". "Walking", which represents a person making movements and translations, can be described as "Medium CBS" and "Medium Speed". "Running", which is similar to walking but with a larger translation, can be described as "High CBS" and "High Speed". "Fighting", which has large movements with small translations, can be described as "High CBS" and "Low Speed".
It is efficient to represent the activities by feature attributes as shown above, which can describe and differentiate a large number of activities with a relative small number of features and attributes. However, this approach has low robustness. The misclassification of one feature attribute can easily lead to a completely wrong result (e.g., if Speed is misclassified from "Medium" to "Low", "Walking" will be misclassified into "Active"). Furthermore, the extent of "Medium" or "Low" is also difficult to define.
In this paper, we extend the idea of the above Feature-Attribute (FA) description by representing activities by a combination of GMMs, as shown in Fig. 1 
where j i,k is the weight of Gaussian distribution N(µ j i,k , i,k j ) for CFV F i (t) and activity A k . .
Fig. 1. Activity Ak is described by a combination of GMMs
Essentially, CFV is the extension of the 'feature' in the FA description. In our description, features with high correlations for describing activities are grouped into the same CFV. The feature similarity measure such as K-L distance can be used to cluster and group correlated features into CFVs. The GMM model p(F i (t)|A k ) is the extension of the 'feature attribute' in the FA description. With the use of the GMM distribution, we will have more robustness in representing and recognizing activities compared with the FA description.
By grouping correlated features into a CFV, the correlations of the features can be captured by the GMM. Also, we can reduce the total number of GMM models, which can facilitate the succeeding classifier which is based on fusing the GMM results. Furthermore, by separating the features into CFVs, it facilitates the handle of new added activities and the training of models for unusual events as will be described in Section 3.
An overall block diagram of our proposed activity recognition approach is shown in Fig. 2 . For each video frame, the object features are first extracted and then grouped into different CFVs. A GMM classifier (a Bayesian classifier based on GMM) is used for each CFV. Finally, the proposed CFR-based algorithm combines results from the multiple GMM classifiers and gives the recognition results (as shown in Sec.4). 
TRAIN MODELS FOR NEW & UNUSUAL EVENTS
Due to the uncertain nature of human actions, new or unexpected unusual activities may often need to be added to the system for recognition. In these cases, new models need to be trained for these new activities. This section will show the flexibility of our CFV-based representation for new activities and propose an approach for generating models for unusual events lacking training data.
Training Models for New Activities
The flexibility of our representation method for new activities can be demonstrated in the following.
First, with the increasing number of activities, the already defined features may not be enough to differentiate all activities, necessitating the adding of new features. With our CFV-based representation, we only need to define new categories for the added features (i.e., define new CFVs) and train new models for them (i.e., add a new GMM for a new CFV), while keeping other GMMs unchanged. However, for traditional methods [8] , the whole set of models has to be re-trained if new features are added.
Second, the models of traditional methods will become increasingly complicated with the addition of new features. However, with the CFV-based description, we only need to increase the number of CFVs while keeping the GMM model for each CFV simple. By using our proposed Confident Frame-based algorithm (see Sec. 4.3) to combine the GMM classifying results of different CFVs, the increasing number of CFVs will not increase the complexity for the recognition process significantly.
Training Models for Unusual Activities
Since unusual activities rarely occur, we often do not have enough training data to construct the GMM models for these actions. To solve this problem, we observe that people often describe a rare object by combining different parts from familiar objects. For example, people may describe a llama as an animal with the head similar to a camel and the body similar to a donkey. Similarly, with our CFV-based representation of activities, it is possible for us to derive a good initial unusual event model from the CFVs of the known activities. For example, as shown in Fig. 3 From above discussions, we summarize our proposed model-training method for unusual activities as follows. For each CFV i in category i of the unusual activity A u , find the trained GMM model (GMMi
Ak
) where the behavior of activity A k is most similar to the unusual activity A u in this specific category. With this, we can obtain an initial CFV -based model for the unusual activity. The initial model can then be further adapted using the limited training data. The MAP-based Adaptation (MA) [5] [11] is used to derive the new model GMMi Au .
CONFIDENT-FRAME-BASED RECOGNITION (CFR)
In Section 3, the activities have been described by a combination of CFV-based GMMs. Therefore, we can construct a GMM classifier C i for each CFV F i with MAP (Maximum a Posteriori) principle, as shown in Equation (3)
where p(F i (t)|A k ) is the likelihood function for the observed CFV i (i.e. F i (t)) at frame t, given A k , calculated by Equation (2).
It is obvious that GMM classifiers for different CFVs are able to differentiate activities with different confidence (e.g. C CBS is more able to differentiate Inactive and Fighting, while C Speed may have more difficulty in doing this), leading to various possible inconsistencies between results from classifiers for different CFVs (due to the misclassification of some classifiers). Thus, it is desirable to fuse the classification results from different classifiers to obtain the final improved result. In this section, we propose a Confident Frame-based Recognition algorithm (CFR) which can recognize the activities more accurately.
Combining Global Model and Local Model
Due to the uncertain nature of human actions, samples of the same action may become dispersed or clustered into several groups. The 'global' model derived from the whole set of training data collected from a large population of individuals with significant variations may not give good results in classifying activities associated with an individual. As shown in Fig. 4 , suppose there are two global models: A k for activity 'walking' and A j for activity 'running'. The cross samples are frame positions in the feature space with each cluster of crosses representing one period of action taken by one person. Due to the non-rigidness of human actions, each individual person's activity pattern may be 'far' from the 'normal' patterns of the global model. For example, as shown in Fig. 4 , if Person 1 walks (cluster W1) faster than normal people while Person 2 walks (cluster W2) slower than normal people, then most of the samples in both clusters will be 'far' from the center of the 'global' model for A k . If using the global model to do classification on Cluster W1, only a few samples (the boldfaced crosses) in W1 can be correctly classified, while the other samples will be mis-classified as A j . However, based on the self-correlation of samples within the same period of action, if we use those boldfaced-cross samples to generate a 'local' model, it could greatly help the global model. Therefore, we can outline the ideas of our proposed Confident-Frame-based Recognition algorithm as follows: 1. During an activity A k , we use the 'global' model to detect frames T k which have high confidence for recognizing A k , instead of trying to match every frame directly by the global model. We call T k Confident Frames, while the rest frames are called Left Frames (denoted as L k ) as shown in Fig.5 . 2. These confident frames will be used to generate a 'local' model (or specialized model) for the current period of activity A k . The local model and global model will be combined together to classify the Left Frames L k .
The detailed description of the proposed CFR algorithm is shown as follows (Section 4.2-4.5).
Detection of Confident Frames
The detection function of Confident Frame can be described as:
where t is the current frame, T k is a 
Multi-category Dynamic Partial Function
In Qamra and Li's work [12, 13] , the Dynamic Partial Function (DPF) was proposed for measuring the dissimilarity of two images (X and Y). In our representation of activities, since features are grouped into CFV according to the categories, we here extend the DPF into a Multi-category DPF, described as: 
The CFR process
The CFR recognition process is summarized as follows: a. For a given video sequence, first detect all the confident frames associated with each activity by Equation (4). b. For each Left Frame t L , pick the two most possible candidate activities for this frame based on Equation (6):
c. Select the two confident frames T candi1 and T candi2 corresponding to the two most possible candidate activities which are spatially closest to t L . Check the dissimilarity of
The candidate that has the smaller D w value will be the resulting activity of frame t L .
In the above process, we have combined the global model and the local model together for classifying the left frames, in order to increase the robustness of using local models. The global model based on the GMMs is first used to select the two most possible candidate activities and discard the rest activities, then the local model is used to classify a left frame into one of the two candidate activities.
Discussion of CFR
Due to the limited space, we only summarize some of the advantages of the CFR method as follows: a. In case that global model fails to detect during one event period P Ak , CFR may still be able to detect the event by checking with local models of A k outside P Ak (see Fig. 5 ).
b. By introducing the dissimilarity checking (DPF) for local model, we take the advantage of using more features which is unsuitable for global models (e.g. location, duration). c. The CFR algorithm greatly facilitates the fusing process of results from different CFV-based GMMs by only requiring fusing on Confident Frames.
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
We perform experiments on PETS'04 database [10] (see Figure 6) [7] ). As mentioned in Section 4.5, when using DPF to check with local model similarities, we include 7 more features which are object's MBB center (x,y), MBB width, height, size and width/height ratio, and duration since the object appears. It is a challenging experiment because all features in the experiment are derived from the very simple object's MBB information. We compare five cases as in Table 2 . Due to the limited space, we only show results for two settings: (1) 50% Training and 50% Testing, and (2) 75% Training and 25% Testing (For each setting, we perform five independent experiments and average the results). The experiment results are shown in Table 3 (In Table 3 , Miss is for Miss Detection Rate and FA for False Alarm Rate [6] ).
The results of C bt and C bm show the contributions of each individual CFV. The results of WA and One GMM show the results with and without the CFV structure, respectively. Finally, the results of CFR show that our proposed CFR algorithm which uses the CFV structure and combines the global and local models gives the best recognition performance, besides giving the flexibility and the capability to handle unusual events. For activities such as Active, Running, and Fighting where the GMM classifiers have low detection rates, our CFR algorithm can greatly improve the detection performance by introducing the local model from the confident frames.
From Table 3 , we can also find that the detection rate for actions such Running and Fighting are relatively low (although CFR has greatly improved the detection rate). It's because the number of training samples is low (see Table 1 ). The training samples are not sufficient to model the whole distribution of these activities. In this case, we use our proposed method in Section 3.2 to deal with the insufficient training data problem, where we adapt both CFVs' GMM models of Running from Walking, while both CFV GMM models of Fighting are adapted from active. The recognition results based on our adapted-GMM models are shown in Table 4 , which shows the effectiveness of our proposed method in dealing with insufficient training data 
CONCLUSION
In this paper, we proposed (1) a flexible framework for representing activities, (2) a method to deal with unusual events which lacks training data, and (3) a CFR algorithm to improve the recognition accuracy. The experiment results demonstrate the effectiveness of our proposed methods.
